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ewYork Theatre Ballet always
provides us with civilized
pleasures. The company

may be small (11 dancers and two
apprentices), but its repertoire is eclectic,

and its presentations, though modesfly

scaled, both look and sound good, thenks

to imaginative designs and, most of the

time, live music. This chamher-ballet

troupe can also come up witl surprises.

Its latest was Merce Cunningham's
Septet, a work from 1953 that had not
been seen in NewYork for many years

and which was surely a discovery for
some dancegoers, including me. As

staged by Carol Teitelbaum and coached

by that great Cunningham specialist
Caro\n Brown, the whimsical dance

to Erik Satie's Trors Morceaux en

forme de poire is charming in its own
right and an importalt milestone in
Cumingham's development. It is the

last piece the iconoclastic choreographer

created to a speciflc musical score and

rehearsed to that score from the very
beginning of the creative process.

Music and action are sometimes

closely linked, as when unexpected
Ioud chords send a man popping
into the air. The musical moods a-lso

seem to prompt contrasts between

tender movements and brusque ones.

In 1953, a programme note gave a

name to each section of the score,

titles ranging from the lyrical ("In
the Garden") to the ominous ("In
the Morgue"). Because these titles
are not taken literally, however, they
were eventually dropped from the
programme, although they were

retained here for Lristorical purposes.

Cunningham sometimes plays

choreographic ganes with the music.

People may assemble during a

musical pause, as if ready to dalce
when sounds resume and then simply
walk off the stage when they do.

Or they will pause in the midst of
dancing, even though the music keeps

swiriing past them. Such moments

now seem to prefigure Cunningham's

eventual treatment of music and
movement as autonomous entities.

Other games - number games -
involve the Litle. Sep/et promises seven

of something - but of what? There are

only six dancers, and Satie declares his

musical "pear" to be in three parts. But
it actually has seven - mystery solved.

Back in 1953, Curningham surely

had fun playing with these numbers.

People also unexpectedly pop

up and shift positions in Matthew

Noonan's GameTwo, a suite of pleasant

diversions to Bizet's Jeux d'enfants.
Following Sepfef on the bill, it seemed

a product of a choreographic world
Cunningham had helped make possible.

Two ballets by AntonyTudor shared a

pedagogical linkage with Cunningham.
in a little talk during the htervai
Caroly'n Brown noted that Cunningham
dancers have always had ballet training,
and in the early days many, Brown
among them, studied with Tirdor and

Margaret Craske, as did NewYork
Theatre Ballet's director, Diana Byer

It is always agreeabie to encounter

such a sweet Tudor tidbit as Soiide
Musicale (to Rossini, as arranged
by Britten) and such a sour one as

Judgment of Paris (to Weiil). Soiree, an

affectionate tribute to the sylphs and

balleticised folk dances of the Romantic
era, was performed without any of the

smirking condescension that could

easily infect a work like this. Judgment

remains a notable piece of comic

malice, its gestural details standing
out clearly in the intimate theatre.

Mariko Miyazaki and Michael Scales

provided skilled piano accompaliments
to all the ballets, save John Butler's
Othello,which was danced to a

recording of Dvorak's orchestral
composition of the same name.

Butler attempted choreography in the
grand manner, but succeeded only in
producing bombast. NewYork Theatre

Ballet looks best in choreographic
and musical chamber music.
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